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• Housekeeping

• Introductions

• Discussion: Ongoing Challenges (Follow Up)

• Topic

• Open Discussion

• Next Steps

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you everyone for joining us today. The agenda for today that includes some housekeeping notes. Then we will have introductions although some of you may have worked together in the past.We will allow for space for follow up from our ongoing discussion regarding challenges that folks may still be experiencing or new challenges.Then we will cover the topic area for today which center on financial management. Next, we will open the floor for discussion with some guiding questions. We will then wrap up with some next steps.
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• Recording announcement.

• This is your meeting. Discussions are encouraged.

• Questions along the way – feel free to come off mute or drop in the chat. 

Housekeeping
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Overview of Community of Practice

Introductions

Introductions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this time we would like to provide an overview of the community of practice for those who are joining us for the first time. Now, we would like to have everyone introduce themselves. Many of you have worked together in the past and are familiar with one another. We would like everyone to put their name, organization, and role in the chat..
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• Chain supply challenges.

• Menu challenges.

• Participation challenges.

• Providing meals to virtual students.

Discussion: Ongoing Challenges (Follow Up)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As always, we’d like to leave space to catch up on some wins and challenges that everyone have been experiencing. For a few moments, would anyone like to share any wins that they’ve recently had or an challenges (new or old)?



Financial Considerations
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Financial Management can be defined as 

• The process of defining the program objectives and financial goals for the Child 
Nutrition Programs (CNPs), and

• Implementing activities to attain those goals through the effective use of 
resources.

What is Financial Management?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is financial management as it relates to the child nutrition program. Financial Management can be defined as The process that helps to define the program objectives and financial goals for the school nutrition programs, andImplementing activities to attain those goals through the effective use of resources.Some activities include creating a uniform and consistent financial reporting structure.Having meaningful and timely financial management information.Adhering to federal, state, and local  reporting requirementsIndicators are analyzed regularlyPrices based on program relations and established criteriaFinancial records are submitted regularly and cross-checked Compare expenditures to revenuesParticipation is analyzed monthly
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• Develop financial management guidelines that supports CNP 
operational goals and comply with regulations.

• Establish cost control goals to effectively manage the CNP.

• Involve administrators, board members, managers, and staff to 
identify goals. Promote a team approach.

• Management of financial resources.

• Maintain financial accountability.

Roles and Responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that you have many roles and responsibilities within your organization. As it relates to child nutrition program, here are some financial roles you may find yourself in as well as some responsibilities that you may have. They include �Developing financial management guidelines that supports school nutrition program operational goals and comply with regulations.Establishing cost control goals to effectively manage the school nutrition program.Involving district administrators, school board members, school nutrition managers, and school nutrition staff to identify goals. Be sure to promote a team approach. Don’t go it alone.Management of financial resources and maintaining  financial accountability are also things that you may be responsible for.
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• Do employees understand the importance of cost controls to the success of the 
program?

• Menu considerations.

• How production records can help.

• Food cost and costs to produce a meal.

• Main sources of revenue.

• Expenditure categories.

Financial Management Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will get into some specific areas as it relates to financial management. As we go through each category, as yourself if this is knowledge that you alone poses, or do your employees understand the importance of financial management and how critical it is to the success of the program?Some areas that we will cover areMenu considerations.How production records can help in your program.Food cost and costs to produce a meal.We will talk about sources of revenue as well as some expenditures.
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• Recipes
▪ Tried, adapted, and retried several times.  
▪ Specific quantity for each ingredient and portion size.

• USDA Foods
▪ Provide cost savings to the CNP.
▪ Add variety to the school menu.
▪ Meet meal pattern requirements  .

• Multiple uses for the same product.
▪ Best practice - reduce SKUs.

Menu Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we dive into this topic, lets talk about how menu planning can assist with financial management.  Using recipes can help in the sense that they are:Tried, adapted, and retried several times .  Specific quantity for each ingredient and portion size.This can take the guess work out of food preparation as well as identify what inventory levels are needed and prevents over ordering.Next, USDA Foods can help because theyProvide cost savings to the child nutrition program. This lessens the amount of cash needed to purchase product. It can also add variety to the school menu as well as assist with meet meal pattern requirements given that they product is from a trusted source.Lastly, finding multiple uses for the same product (which I’m sure you are doing already) reduces the need for purchasing more product that is needed.Simply put, a best practice  is to reduce SKUs when possible. 	
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• Used to forecast product estimates.

• Provides historical data. 

• Identifies unfavorable items.

• Identifies potential waste.

• Identifies excessive labor.

The Value of Production Records 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our good friend the production record can also help us maintain the financial integrity of our programs. Production records can be used to forecast product estimates needed to create orders.They provides historical data and helps to identify unfavorable items.When filled out daily it can help us identify waste by showing us how many portions may be needed. A production record can also help identify how much staff may be needed to prepare and serve meals. This can prvent excessive labor.
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Why Calculate the Cost of Food?

• To determine if costs are within guidelines.

• To prevent waste and food theft through monitoring food usage.

Beginning Inventory

+ Total Food Purchases     

= Total Food Available

- Ending Food Inventory 

= Cost of Food Used

Calculating Food Cost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Calculating food cost whether weekly or monthly is one of the most crucial parts of financial management. Food cost must be calculated to determine if costs are within guidelines that have been previously identified.It must also be done to prevent waste and food theft through monitoring food usage. Proteins are usually have the highest costs and missing or wasted product can really derail efforts to maintain optimal food cost.Here we see a simple calculation for food cost, and we will have an example on the next slide.	Beginning Inventory	+ Total Food Purchases     	= Total Food Available	- Ending Food Inventory 	= Cost of Food Used
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Example of Calculations for Cost of Food Used

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example you can see that the cost has been calculated monthly in annually. A best practice could be to incorporate a weekly calculation of food cost. Drop in the chat how often you calculate food cost. 
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• Annual Budget

• Revenue reporting. 

• Expenditure reporting.

• Net/Gain loss for per period.

• Comparison of current period with previous period’s information 
and year-to-date information.

Financial Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial reports are a great way to get a snapshot of how your program is performing at any given time. Lets take a look at how your budget, revenue reporting, and expenditure reporting can assist with financial management.As we do, think about how often reports are generated in your organization. With this in mind, you can use financial reports to identify a net/gain loss for the statement period as well as generate a comparison of current period  with previous period’s information as well as and year-to-date information.
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The budget assists in managing the CNPs by:

• Forecasting revenue

• Identifying how revenue will be allocated for expenditures.

• Predicting how much money will be in the fund balance at year’s 
end.

Financial Reports - Budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The budget assists in managing the school nutrition program by:Forecasting anticipated revenue  at the start of the school year.It can also Identifying how revenue will be allocated for expenditures. Is there a need for new equipment? This would be included hereYour budget can also help with predicting how much money may be in the fund balance at year’s end or if there is an anticipated deficit.Some methods of Budgeting include Incremental (baseline) – this method uses the previous year’s budget is the starting point.  Adjustments made to each line item is used to reflect expected changesZero-Based – Start with zero for each line item and build according to expectations.Combination –  this method uses zero for some items and incremental for other items.
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Why it’s important to analyze revenue :
▪ Allows you to identify revenue by source and the percentage for each source.

▪ Helps determine if and where revenue should be increased.

▪ Helps to identify if additional sources can or should be added.

▪ Identifies areas in which revenue should be monitored for revenue loss.

Managing Revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As it relates to program revenue, it’s important to analyze revenue. Doing this allows you to identify revenue by source and the percentage for each source.While the primary source of revenue comes from reimbursements it is helpful to identify all revenue streams.Revenue sources include: Local and federal Sources, miscellaneous sources, and fund transfer-inOnce this has been identified, you can determine if and where revenue should be increased.It can also help to identify if additional sources can or should be added. Some ideas for increasing revenue could be:Increase paid meal prices Using the Paid Lunch Equity Tool can help with this. Adding approved non-Federal revenue. i.e. donationsAdding revenue from Nonprogram foods.Lastly, this can help identifies areas in which revenue should be monitored for revenue loss. .
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• Total costs to produce a meal.

• Costs to produce a meal compared with the reimbursement rate 
per meal.

• Percentages of operational costs to total revenue (operating 
ratios).

Managing Expenditures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move into the expenditure category, there are several items to consider. Some include the total costs to produce a meal. This will help you to identify the relationship between costs to produce a meal compared with the reimbursement rate per mealPercentages of operational costs to total revenue also known as operating ratios. Examples of expenditures include: LaborEmployee BenefitsProfessional and Technical ServicesProperty Services Purchased FoodsSuppliesCapital Assets Indirect Costs such as waste removal.Fund Transfer-OutTransportationHood and grease trap maintenance. 
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• Financial indicators should be analyzed regularly.

• Prices for purchases and meals should be based on program goals.

• Compare expenditures to revenues to understand program performance.

• Analyze information and make adjustments as needed.

In Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we bring this topic to a close, some key takeaways are thatFinancial indicators should be analyzed regularly. Decide on the frequency of review and ensure that information is accurate.Prices for purchases and meals should be based on program goals. We know this can be particularly challenging in the current climate and it is very front of mind for everyone. Compare expenditures to revenues to understand program performance. Product may cost more, but reimbursement rates are higher this year. This can have a huge impact on the financial health of your program.Analyze information and make adjustments as needed. Remain flexible and pivot as needed.
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• Financial Management: A Course for School Nutrition Directors

• Financial Management: A Course for School Nutrition Managers

• Essential Key Performance Indicators Interactive Spreadsheet

• Tools For Financial Management

• USDA SCA Award coming soon!

Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some resources that are provided both on the ICN website as well as on the NSLP Google drive. The first three resource are found on the ICN website, and a lot of today’s information was summarized from the first two courses. What I will say about the course for Nutrition Directors is that it goes more into the financial reporting of the program where as the course for Managers speaks more to day to day operations. The KPI spreadsheet provides numerous metrics to help analyze your program from many angles. Lastly, the tools for financial management can be found on the NSLP Google drive. For our NSLP partners, keep an eye on the Beyond the Tray newsletter that will contain information regarding a supply chain assistance award that can help offset the increased costs for products. I will now turn it over to Beth for our open discusson. 

https://theicn.org/icn-resources-a-z/financial-management-a-course-for-school-nutrition-directors/
https://theicn.org/icn-resources-a-z/financial-management-a-course-for-school-nutrition-directors-2/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZlkJTK3Ye2ufubxh7AbGWzdBVzNm1XXC/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111232547020103675889&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pDwwdq1cE_Nt9yngqFzobLK9gV9O2poX/view?usp=sharing
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• What topic area resonated  with you?

• What are some challenges you’ve experienced?

• What solutions have worked for you?

Open Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we want to hear from you! While all of these questions may not pertain to you, we’d like to get your perspective. Feel free to come off of mute, pick a question, and respond. 
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• Meeting Survey for participants.

• Recording will be saved on the Google Drive.

• Next meeting – February 23rd at 1pm.

• Continue to build a library of resources for self preps as part of the NSLP Google 
drive.

• Continue to share out webinars, resources via email. 

Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’d like to thank everyone for sharing their thoughts and ideas. As our time together comes to a close, we’d like to mention some next steps. Please help us make our time together as valuable as possible by completing this quick survey: https://forms.gle/BizMJxwAir7CNajR6. We will also include the link in our follow-up communication.We will be saving this recording on the NSLP Google drive in the Self Prep folder. Be sure to check that folder moving forward as well as share with us some resources that have worked for you in the past. Our October meeting is scheduled for October 27th at 1pm. As a reminder, we will be meeting on  the last Wednesday of every month at 1pm.We will also continue to add the library of resources on the Google drive as well as share information about webinars and resources via email as they become available. 

https://forms.gle/BizMJxwAir7CNajR6
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Thank You!!
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